Plan:
• When and where will you share this
outdoor Adventure?
• What is your Crew’s budget?
• How can you research likely accidents
or disasters?
Do:
• Enjoy your outdoor Adventure while learning
how to better prepare for future great, safe
Scouting Adventures!
Review:
• What do you know now that you did not
know before?
• What scenarios was your Crew unprepared for?
• How realistic were the proposed scenarios?
• How has this experience changed how you will
prepare for future outdoor Adventures?
• What skills and courses might you want to
make part of upcoming Crew training?
• What would you do differently next time?
How can you build on this experience?
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Safety note:
Remember, the accident scenarios
the Rovers in your Crew throw at
one another are just that—imagined
scenarios. Keep this outdoor Adventure
safe, and the accidents hypothetical.

Online Resources:
• Outdoor Adventure Skills
• AdventureSmart

RAP Outdoors
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The Adventure:
Plan an outdoor Adventure in which everything that can go wrong
does go wrong.
Wait. What?
Take turns on your next outdoor Adventure taking breaks from what
you’re doing to discuss potential accident scenarios and how you would
respond as a group to the situation.
This doesn’t mean that your Crew should not prepare responsibly for the
Adventure. However, even a well-planned outdoor Adventure might suffer
an accident. By considering possible accidents or dangerous circumstances
while actually out on an Adventure, your Crew can do an even better job of performing Risk
Assessment Profiles (RAP) for future Adventures.
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